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Has Worked on 
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 Drafting Dr. Kanwaljit Soin’s Family Violence Bill 1995 

 Campaign for support for Older Women 

 Fund Raising 

Affiliations to Other Organisations Board Member of WINGS 

 

Corinna has a Masters in Public Administration from Columbia University and is a Fulbright Scholar. 
She graduated with an LLB from the National University of Singapore and was called to the 
Singapore Bar in 1988. She is currently a corporate counsel. Her experience includes 10 years in 
practice and partnership in Allen & Gledhill, Khattar Wong & Partners and Koh Ong & Partners. She 
was for five years CEO of Bizibody Technology, a dot com start-up which transformed into an IT 
company providing IT solutions for the legal industry. 
  
Why I want to serve AWARE 
You don't realise how precious something is until you come so close to losing it. I consider myself to 
be one of the "middle guards" in AWARE. I had done some exciting things in AWARE like working on 
the Domestic Violence Campaign, helping Dr Kanwaljit Soin to draft the Family Violence Bill, 
campaigning for more support for older women as a result of the AWARE-Tsao paper on Women 
Growing Older but Poorer" 
 
I was taking a short break from AWARE work after an active stint on the Exco when it happened - 
AWARE was taken over and we were engaged in the intense but thankfully short battle of re-
claiming AWARE. All the different generations of women came together and, in an incredible show 
of solidarity and strength, we won back our beloved organisation.  In the process, AWARE was re-
born. 
 
We are now in what is, arguably, the most exciting part of AWARE's history since it was founded. 
Many hearts and minds were ignited on 2nd May, a day when women from all walks of life 
experienced and participated in the passion, the intelligence and the courage of AWARE.  Singapore 
and AWARE will never be the same again and I am honoured and privileged to have served on the 
EXCO, and now as the Executive Director, at this time.  The work has been punishing and I expect 
that it will continue to be tough. But I will give it what I can to make the most of this unique 
opportunity. 
  
What I can contribute - my legal and management skills, creativity and the ability to bridge the Old 
Guard with the younger generation who move at the speed of light through the Internet. 

 


